
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/39  __/__/20__

If they ________________ to come back, they ___________________
them with them when they left.
1.

(not/mean) (take)
had not meant

Our social call __________________ more satisfactory if we
____________ more Spanish, or our host had spoken English.
2.

(be) (know)

Why, if every star in the sky _____________ at her feet it
________________________ so wonderful.
3.

(fall) (not/seem)

I ___________________ you if you _____________ me.4. (love) (need)

Things __________________ more easily with him, if he ______________
himself a little weakness.
5.

(go) (allow)

And he __________________ them so, if he __________ them.6.
(tell) (meet)

If organic beings ____________________ an inherent tendency to vary,
man __________________ nothing.
7.

(not/possess) (do)

That hired man was probably regarded with suspicion by the family to the
end of his days, and if he ___________________ of robbing, they
______________________ him guilty.

8.

(passive/accuse) (believe)

You ______________________ if you _________________.9.
(passive/kill) (not/kill)

Yet no one ___________________ to go if it ___________________ to
be a crush.
10.

(care) (not/promise)

Perhaps she ___________________________ him if he
______________.
11.

(not/respect) (yield)

Certainly he ____________________ neither of them if he ___________
aware, as the reader is aware, of the guilty secret that drew them together
and must be forever their torment.

12.

(envy) (be)
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Maybe if I ___________ it alone he ___________________ me some.13.
(leave) (give)

If any one ___________ him that he was tyrannical, he
__________________ as much surprised as he had been at Phil's tyranny
over him.

14.

(tell) (be)

_________________________________ it, if she _________________
him?
15.

(how else/he/learn/?) (not/teach)

If I ___________ him instead of his clothes
____________________________ to me?
16.

(shoot) (what/they/do/?)

If he ___________ them at that moment he ______________________
how fast they were coming up.
17.

(see) (realize)

If she ___________ Indians before, it ______________________ him in
a moment.
18.

(say) (awaken)

_________________________ through the summer if she ___________
me?
19.

(how/I/live/?) (leave)

Why, there is nothing that I __________________________ upon if I
____________.
20.

(not/improve) (try)
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